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We clarify the pairing mechanism of high-Tc superconductivity in bilayer La3Ni2O7 under high pressure by
employing the static auxiliary field Monte Carlo approach to simulate a minimal effective model that contains
local dz2 interlayer spin singlets and metallic dx2−y2 bands. Superconductivity is induced when the local spin
singlet pairs are mobilized and attain long-distance phase coherence by hybridization with the metallic bands.
When projected onto realistic Fermi surfaces, it yields a nodeless s-wave gap on the γ Fermi surface, and
extended s-wave gaps of the same (opposite) sign on the α (β) Fermi surface due to its bonding (antibonding)
character, with nodes or gap minima along the diagonal direction of the two-dimensional Brillouin zone. We
find a dual role of the hybridization that not only induces global phase coherence but also competes with the
spin singlet formation. This leads to a tentative phase diagram where Tc varies nonmonotonically with the
hybridization, in good correspondence with experimental observations. A roughly linear relation is obtained
for realistic hopping and hybridization parameters: Tc ≈ 0.04 − 0.05J , where J is the interlayer superexchange
interaction. We emphasize the peculiar tunability of the bilayer structure and propose that Tc may be further
enhanced by hole doping or applying uniaxial pressure along the c axis on superconducting La3Ni2O7. Our work
provides reliable numerical evidence for the pairing mechanism of high-Tc superconductivity in La3Ni2O7 and
points out a potential route to achieve even higher Tc.
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Introduction. The recently discovered high-Tc supercon-
ductivity in the bilayer nickelate La3Ni2O7 under high
pressure [1–4] has stimulated intensive interest concerning
its basic electronic structures [5–11] and possible pairing
mechanism [12–26]. While first-principles band calculations
have predicted a Ni-d7.5 configuration with an almost fully
filled dz2 bonding band and two dx2−y2 bands near quarter
filling, it has also been argued that this weak-coupling picture
is not enough to explain the high Tc of about 80 K [23].
Indeed, strongly correlated electronic structure calculations
have revealed well-formed dz2 moments with a large interlayer
superexchange interaction J via the O-pz orbital [10]. This
lays the basis for a strong-coupling picture, where the dz2

electrons provide preformed interlayer spin singlets with a
large pairing energy and the metallic dx2−y2 bands provide a
large phase stiffness. While it was suggested that a strong
coupling of the two components could give rise to high Tc

[23,27], other weak-coupling scenarios have also been put
forward to explain the pairing. It is therefore urgent to give
more concrete calculations for qualitative or even quantitative
comparisons with experimental observations. In addition, one
may be curious if higher Tc can be achieved in La3Ni2O7 by
proper tuning besides hydrostatic pressure.

In this Letter, we propose that the high-Tc superconduc-
tivity arises by mobilizing the local spin singlets of dz2

electrons by hybridization with metallic dx2−y2 bands [23] and
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provide detailed numerical support for this pairing mechanism
by performing static auxiliary field Monte Carlo simula-
tions [28–34] on a minimal effective low-energy model. We
construct a phase diagram showing a qualitatively similar
nonmonotonic evolution of Tc with increasing hybridization
strength as observed in experiments under pressure tuning.
Our calculations reveal a dual role of the hybridization in
driving the superconductivity. On the one hand, it helps to
mobilize the local spin singlet pairs and induce a global phase
coherence for the superconductivity; on the other hand, it
competes with the interlayer superexchange interaction and
tends to suppress the pairing strength. The overall good con-
sistency with the experiments provides a strong support of our
scenario for the high-Tc superconductivity in La3Ni2O7 under
high pressure. We further find a roughly linear relation for
realistic hopping and hybridization parameters, Tc ≈ 0.04 −
0.05J , and propose that higher Tc may be achieved by further
applying uniaxial pressure along the c axis on superconduct-
ing La3Ni2O7. Our work points out that mobilizing preformed
spin singlets may be a general route for pursuing more high-Tc

superconductors.
Method. We focus only on the pairing mechanism and

study how superconductivity emerges based on the following
minimal effective bilayer Hamiltonian [23],

H = J
∑

i

S1i · S2i −
∑

l〈i j〉σ
Vi j (d

†
liσ cl jσ + H.c.)

−
∑

l〈i j〉σ
(ti j + μδi j )c

†
liσ cl jσ , (1)
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FIG. 1. Illustration of local dz2 interlayer spin singlets
(d electron) getting mobilized and attaining phase coherence
by nearest-neighbor hybridization with metallic dx2−y2 bands (c
electron). For clarity, the c orbitals are all shifted outwards.

where dliσ (cliσ ) is the annihilation operator of the dz2

(dx2−y2 ) electrons with spin σ on site i of layer l , and Sli =
1
2

∑
ss′ d†

lisσss′dlis′ is the spin density operator of dz2 electrons.
The minimal model only includes the interlayer antiferro-
magnetic superexchange interaction J for dz2 electrons, the
nearest-neighbor hopping parameter ti j and the chemical po-
tential μ of the itinerant dx2−y2 electrons, and the in-plane
nearest-neighbor hybridization Vi j between two orbitals. Be-
cause the dz2 and dx2−y2 wave functions are orthogonal on
the same Ni ion, the hybridization occurs mainly between
nearest-neighbor sites and has opposite signs along the x and
y directions (Vi,i+x = −Vi,i+y = V ). The interlayer hopping
is also dropped, which may affect the Fermi surfaces and
their gap structures but does not change the basic pairing
mechanism. All other parameters are either small or strongly
renormalized by electronic correlations [5,10,23], and thus
play no significant role in the superconductivity. In particular,
the intralayer superexchange interactions are negligible for
both orbitals due to the quarter filling of dx2−y2 as in heavily
hole-doped cuprates and the weak intralayer hybridization of
dz2 with the O-px/y orbitals.

Figure 1 gives an illustration of the above minimal effec-
tive model. Although simple, this model covers all essential
ingredients for the superconductivity and gives a minimal
description of dz2 spin singlet pairs mediated by the interlayer
antiferromagnetic superexchange coupling. The absence of
direct hopping between dz2 orbitals indicates that their spin
singlets are local and cannot by themselves attain the phase
coherence to reach superconductivity. Superconductivity can
only emerge and become established by hybridization with the
metallic dx2−y2 bands. To see how this mechanism is realized,
we first decouple the superexchange term via the Hubbard-
Stratonovich transformation [35],

JS1i · S2i →
√

2�̄iψi +
√

2ψ̄i�i + 8�̄i�i

3J
, (2)

where ψi = 1√
2
(d1i↓d2i↑ − d1i↑d2i↓) represents the local in-

terlayer spin singlet of dz2 electrons at site i and �i is the
corresponding auxiliary pairing field. However, direct Monte
Carlo simulations typically suffer from a severe negative sign
problem. To avoid this, we ignore the temporal dependence

FIG. 2. (a) Intensity plot of the probabilistic distribution p(�)
of the local pairing fields on the complex plane � = (�x, �y ) for
different temperatures T = 0.019, 0.027, 0.045 at a fixed hybridiza-
tion V = 0.2. (b) Probabilistic distribution p(�x ) within a narrow
cut |�y| � 0.01 for V = 0.03, 0.35, 0.8 at a low temperature T =
0.001. (c) Evolution of the peak position �max of p(�x ) at the low-
temperature limit and the onset temperature T� of local spin singlets
as functions of the hybridization V . T� marks the transition from the
ring to a single maximum at the origin in the distribution plot (a). t
is set to unity as the energy unit and J = 0.5.

and adopt a static approximation, �i(τ ) → �i. The fermionic
degrees of freedom have a bilinear form and can be easily
integrated out. Following Ref. [36], this gives an effective
action Seff (�i ) that depends solely on the complex pairing
fields and can be simulated without the negative sign problem.

The static auxiliary field Monte Carlo method has been
verified in previous studies of unconventional superconduc-
tivity [28–30,36–39]. It ignores dynamical fluctuations of the
pairing fields but captures well their thermal and spatial fluc-
tuations. The static approximation breaks down at extremely
low temperatures or near quantum phase transitions, but is
suitable in our case to study how the phase coherence is
established at finite temperature for the local dz2 spin sin-
glets [36,40]. We perform the Monte Carlo simulations on
a 10 × 10 bilayer lattice with periodic boundary conditions.
Our results are examined on larger lattices and remain robust
due to the local nature of the dz2 interlayer pairing. Hereafter,
we set t = 1 as the energy unit, and choose J = 0.5t for the
superexchange coupling as estimated from the tight-binding
parameters [5,9,23]. For simplicity, the chemical potential is
fixed to μ = −1.3 so that the dx2−y2 and dz2 orbitals are near
quarter and half filled, respectively. The effective hybridiza-
tion strength V may vary with pressure [23] and is therefore
taken as a free parameter to construct the superconducting
phase diagram.

Local spin singlet pairs. We first study the probabilistic
distribution of the local spin singlets, p(�i ) = Z−1e−Seff (�i ),
where Z is the partition function playing the role of the nor-
malization factor. A typical result is plotted in Fig. 2(a) on
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FIG. 3. (a) Intensity plot of the joint distribution between θ0 and
θ(5,0) for V = 0.15 (upper panels) and 0.4 (lower panels) at three
different temperatures, showing a similar evolution from a uniform
distribution to a stripe pattern. (b) The corresponding phase mutual
information I(5,0) as a function of temperature for different values of
V . The slope change at low temperatures marks the crossover from
short- to long-distance phase correlations and defines the temperature
scale T I

c . (c) Temperature dependence of dnv/dT for different hy-
bridization strengths. The maximum reflects the characteristic BKT
transition for two-dimensional superconductivity and defines the
temperature scale T v

c .

the complex plane (�x,�y) for three different temperatures
at V = 0.2. We find the distribution clusters around the ori-
gin at high temperatures but gradually develops into a ring
below a characteristic temperature T�. The finite radius of
the ring marks the formation of local dz2 spin singlet pairs.
At low temperatures, its value reflects the intrinsic pairing
strength and may be estimated by plotting the distribution
p(�x ) within a narrow cut |�y| � 0.01. This is plotted in
Fig. 2(b) for T = 0.001 and determined by the maximum
of the distribution. Interestingly, the peak position moves to
a smaller �x with increasing hybridization V , implying a
reduced pairing strength for strong hybridization. This is best
seen in Fig. 2(c), where we plot T� and �max as functions
of V . Both quantities decrease monotonically and reveal the
competition between the local spin singlet formation and the
hybridization.

Phase coherence. To see how superconductivity emerges
from these local spin singlets, we study the long-distance
phase correlations of the complex pairing fields �i ≡ |�i|eiθi .
Figure 3(a) shows the joint distribution of the phase θi on
two distant bonds, where θ0 is located on a chosen origin and

θ(5,0) is on the bond at a distance R = (5, 0). With lowering
temperature, we see the evolution from a uniform distribution
at T = 0.045 to a stripe feature at T = 0.015. This indicates
the gradual development of phase correlations between two
distant bonds, a signature of global phase coherence between
local spin singlets. For comparison, we show the results for
V = 0.15 and 0.4. They have very different T� = 0.052 and
0.021, but the patterns of the joint phase distributions look
quite similar for the same temperature. There is an obvious
disparity between the spin singlet formation and long-distance
phase correlations.

To clarify this, we quantify the phase correlations by intro-
ducing the phase mutual information [41–46],

IR =
∫

dθ0dθR p(θ0, θR) ln
p(θ0, θR)

p(θ0)p(θR)
, (3)

where p(θi ) is the marginal distribution of the phase θi at site
i and p(θ0, θR) is their joint probabilistic distribution on two
distant bonds at 0 and R after integrating out the pairing ampli-
tude |�i|. Figure 3(b) plots the phase mutual information I(5,0)

as functions of the temperature for three different values of V .
In all cases, we find a gradual increase of the phase mutual
information with lowering temperature. The increase grows
rapidly in an intermediate-temperature range, marking a rapid
development of phase correlations on two distant bonds. At
a lower temperature T I

c , a slope change is seen below which
the phase mutual information grows less rapidly and seems to
saturate towards some zero-temperature limit. We will see that
T I

c may be identified as the superconducting transition tem-
perature, at which the phase coherence is established between
local spin singlet pairs on distant bonds.

To further establish the superconducting transition, we also
calculate the vortex number [47], nv = ∑

i〈δwi,1〉, where the
average is for all pairing configurations and wi is the wind-
ing number for θi → θi+x̂ → θi+x̂+ŷ → θi+ŷ → θi. We find nv

increases rapidly in an intermediate-temperature range. Its
derivative dnv/dT is shown in Fig. 3(c) and defines another
temperature scale T v

c at the maximum. Following the pic-
ture of the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) transition
for two-dimensional superconductivity [48–50], the vortex-
antivortex pairs are excited with temperature and become
unbound across the transition, causing a rapid increase of nv

around Tc. The peak in dnv/dT therefore marks a characteris-
tic feature of the BKT transition. Intriguingly, with increasing
V , the peak position moves first towards higher tempera-
tures (V = 0.23) but then backwards to lower temperatures
(V = 0.5), indicating a nonmonotonic variation of T v

c in
contrast to T�.

Superconducting phase diagram. For better comparison,
we construct a superconducting phase diagram on the V -T
plane in Fig. 4(a) and plot all three temperature scales, T�,
T I

c , T v
c , as functions of the hybridization parameter V . In-

deed, while T� decreases continuously with increasing V ,
both T I

c and T n
c vary nonmonotonically and collapse roughly

on the same curve. The excellent coincidence between T I
c and

T v
c provides further support for the superconducting transi-

tion through global phase coherence of local spin singlets
and gives a consistent definition of Tc. We find a maximum
Tc ≈ 0.025 at V ≈ 0.25. For smaller hybridization, Tc and
T� behave oppositely and there exists a wide intermediate-
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FIG. 4. (a) Theoretical phase diagram of the superconductivity,
showing all three temperature scales: T I

c from the slope change
marking the long-distance phase coherence in the phase mutual in-
formation plotted in Fig. 3(b), T v

c from the maximum of dnv/dT
marking the BKT transition in Fig. 3(c), and T� from the probabilistic
distribution of local pairing fields marking the transition from the
ring distribution to a single maximum at the origin in Fig. 2(c). All
results are obtained for J = 0.5. For comparison, the inset reproduces
the measured Tc in experiments under pressure on different samples
[1,3,4], where the dashed line is a guide to the eye. (b) Variation of
Tc estimated from T v

c as a function of the superexchange interaction
J for V = 0.2, 0.3, 0.5. t is taken as the energy unit.

temperature region Tc < T < T� where local spin singlet
pairs exist but show no long-distance phase coherence. This
marks a region of preformed pairs as previously proposed for
underdoped cuprates [51,52]. We obtain the ratio 2�max/T� ≈
4–6, a value close to those of pseudogaps observed in many
experiments [53,54]. Superconductivity is only established
when the local dz2 spin singlet pairs are mobilized and attain
phase coherence through hybridization with metallic dx2−y2

bands.
For larger hybridization, the three temperature scales

behave quantitatively similar, indicating that the supercon-
ductivity is now constrained by the spin singlet formation
rather than the phase coherence. The decrease of Tc with
increasing V reflects the suppression of the pairing strength
by the hybridization. The obtained ratio 2�max/Tc ≈ 7.5–9 is
commonly observed in many unconventional superconductors
[55–57], and may be examined in future experiments for su-
perconducting La3Ni2O7.

It should be noted that for two-dimensional superconduc-
tivity, there is always a finite precursor region above Tc. This
is not plotted in our phase diagram but corresponds to the
narrow region above T I

c in Fig. 3(b) where the phase mutual

information grows rapidly with lowering temperature. In this
regard, T� estimated from Fig. 2(a) somewhat underestimates
the onset temperature of the spin singlet pairs because of the
large broadening of the ring. We will not go into more details
on this because we are mainly interested in the behavior of Tc

and its comparison with experiments.
Overall, our derived V -T phase diagram resembles closely

those observed in experiments for La3Ni2O7 under pressure
[1,3,4], where Tc exhibits a nonmonotonic variation: It in-
creases rapidly to near 80 K from 10 to 18 GPa and then
decreases gradually to about 50 K at 50 GPa as shown
in the inset of Fig. 4(a). Our calculations suggest that this
arises from a dual role of the hybridization, which mo-
bilizes the local spin singlet pairs to induce global phase
coherence but at the same time competes to suppress their
pairing strength. It may also be illuminating to make some
quantitative estimate for direct comparisons. Taking t ≈
0.5 eV from first-principles calculations [5], our phase di-
agram for J/t = 0.5 yields a maximum Tc ≈ 0.025t , which
is roughly 140 K, the same order of magnitude as the ex-
perimental Tc near 80 K, considering that the real Tc may
be reduced by other factors beyond our minimal effective
model. This overall agreement provides strong support for our
theory.

Pairing symmetry. Starting from the primary dz2 local in-
terlayer spin-singlet pairing, superconducting gap structures
can be directly derived using the tight-binding Hamiltonian
for any realistic Fermi surfaces depending on their respec-
tive orbital and bonding characters. Electronic band structure
calculations have yielded a small hole pocket (γ ) from the
dz2 bonding band, an electronlike Fermi surface (α) from the
hybridized dx2−y2 and dz2 bonding bands, and a holelike Fermi
surface (β) from the hybridized dx2−y2 and dz2 antibonding
bands [5,10]. Our theory then predicts a nodeless s-wave gap
on γ , and extended s-wave gaps of the same sign on α and
opposite sign on β. The α and β gaps have nodes (or gap
minima) along the diagonal direction of the two-dimensional
Brillouin zone but grow rapidly away from the zone diagonal
due to the anisotropic dx2−y2 − dz2 hybridization in momentum
space, Vk ∝ (cos kx − cos ky).

Route to higher Tc. Given the observed maximum Tc near
80 K in experiments, it is desirable to ask if higher Tc may
be achieved upon proper tuning. Despite some delicacy in
the pressure or hybridization tuning, some insight may still
be gained by taking liberties with the model calculations.
To explore other possibilities, we fix the hybridization and
change the superexchange interaction J . As shown in Fig. 4(b)
for V = 0.2, Tc exhibits similar nonmonotonic behavior with
increasing J . Evidently, the increase of Tc at small J is owing
to the increase of the pairing strength, while its decrease at
large J is constrained by the phase coherence due to hybridiza-
tion. The maximum Tc can indeed be enhanced by tuning
J . For small J , Fig. 4(b) suggests a roughly linear relation,
Tc ≈ 0.04 − 0.05J , for realistic values of V and t . A smaller
prefactor may be possible if V is too small. A crude estimate
for superconducting La3Ni2O7 yields J ≈ 0.5, which falls
exactly in this region. Thus, a higher Tc may be achieved by
simply increasing the superexchange interaction J at fixed t
and V . Fascinatingly, this might actually be realized in exper-
iment by further applying uniaxial pressure along the c axis,
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since the hopping t and the hybridization V are both in-plane
parameters while J is the interlayer coupling. The fact that
they may be tuned separately highlights the importance of the
bilayer structure of superconducting La3Ni2O7. In addition,
hole doping may also promote the effective V and enhance Tc,
possibly even at ambient pressure. We suggest future experi-
ments to verify these simple but important predictions of our
minimal effective model.
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